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Effects of molecularly interacting additives on polymeric hot melt extrusion
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PURPOSE

MOLECULAR RATIONALE

• Amorphous formulations represent a promising
option to cope with the increasing number of
poorly water-soluble drugs.1

• The dimethylamino group of Eudragit E can be utilized for
interactions with acidic compounds.3

• New polymeric carriers are necessary to formulate
more drugs in amorphous solid dispersions.2
• Glass transition, melting, and degradation
temperature determine polymer suitability for hot
melt extrusion.
• Combinations of interacting additivities and
polymers are a promising approach to develop new
polymeric matrices suitable for hot melt extrusion
or even further manufacturing processes.
• Unlike polymers that are chemically modified, the
designed carrier formulations in this work are not
new chemical entities so there is no burden of
toxicological qualification.

• The Backbone of Eudragit E is available for interactions
with lipophilic drugs while the rather hydrophilic amino
group could be masked.4
• Acidic additives have to be hydrophilic to avoid dissolution
issues of the formulation.

• Prior to extrusion, the components were mixed in a
beaker. Hot melt extrudates were prepared on a corotating twin-screw extruder ZE9 ECO from Three-Tec at
130°C and 80 rpm.
• As proof of the interaction a
carried out in deuterated DMSO.

13C

NMR analysis was

• Dissolution studies were performed in a USP II apparatus
at 100 filled with PBS pH 6.4 and 0.5 % SDS.
• Atomic force microscopy images for the detection of
phase separation were taken in the tapping mode of the
cantilever. In this mode, the probe is oscillated near its
mechanical resonance frequency and tapping the
surface. If phase imaging mode is carried out, the phase
shift relative to the driving oscillator is monitored in
addition to the amplitude. Typically, the phase signal is
sensitive to variations in composition, adhesion, friction,
viscoelasticity as well as other factors.

Fenofibrate

• Dicarboxylic acids provide a suitable melting point 5 and
one group for the interaction with Eudragit E while the
other carboxylic group is available to keep up suitable
dissolution.

Eudragit E

• Malic acid was selected out of initial trials with various
dicarboxylic acids.

RESULT(S)
Proof of an interaction
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Malic Acid

Figure 2: 13C NMR
spectra region between
176 and 172 ppm of MA
(green), MA and EE (red)
and FE, MA, EE (blue)
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Benefits of the designed polymeric matrix
• The dissolution showed the advanced properties of the
newly designed polymeric matrix. Faster dissolution and
higher overall release was observed.
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• AFM images of two samples with malic acid and the
formulation without additive showed phase separation
shortly after the extrusion.
• This finding was in accordance with other microscopic
analysis.

A molecularly modified matrix for hot melt extrusion
was successfully obtained as a polymeric glass by
adding malic acid to Eudragit E without indication of
any phase separation. Furthermore, utilizing
fenofibrate as a model compound highlighted the
stabilizing and processing properties of the newly
designed matrix. The idea to modify polymers nonchemically can be harnessed in the future to target a
specific increase or decrease of the glass transition,
or for example, to tailor polymer swelling in water for
a desired drug release. More research is needed with
additional compounds to explore this novel approach
and to harness its full potential.

Figure 3: Dissolution curves of the matrix extrusion (black
squares), FE & EE extrudate (black dots) and physical mixture
FE & EE & MA (grey diamonds)

Figure 4: AFM phasing images of samples from
the modified polymeric systems with FE
represented in the matrix extrusion (A), direct
extrusion (B) in comparison to the FE & EE
extrudate (C)

